
A.RCHAEOLOGY I J GRRECE, 1 87- 1888. 

TilE progre s of archaeological work in Greece will be most conveniently 
Loted under three heads. 

1. New arrangements made for the building of museUlllS nnd the gen ra l 
arrangement and exhibition of antiquities already known. 

2. Excavation ' on the ACl'opolis and other di coveries at Athen itself. 
3. Excavations carried on in the remainder of Greece and Asia :Minor by the 

Greek government, the Archaeological Society, and the Al'chaeological Institutes 
of Germany, France, America. The work of the British School in Cyprus will be 
matter for eparate publication, and need not be noted here. 

The atrrangement of cmtiquities is put nrst to avoid subsequent repetition. It 
is to be understood throughout that unless the contrary is expre, sly stated all 
antiquities found in the Acropolis have gone to the Acropolis {useum, all those 
found elsewhere in Greece to the Central Museum. 

On the Acropolis the flecond museum is nearly complete. It is intenued to 
contain vases, terra-cottas, and minor antiquities generally, and all such as are 
likely to be of intel'e t to the t profes. ional' archaeologist, architect, and artist only. 
To this museum the general public will not be admitted . The Greek government 
acting through the general-director, Mr. Kabbadias, is most liberal in allowing all 
po sible facilities for study to foreign archaeologists, and it is good news that 
there will now be pace :1nd seclusion in which it will be possible for them to 
avail them elve of such liberality. The disposition of the more notable antiquities 
in the first mu eum is nearly complete. It is unnece sary to de cribe in detail a 
collection well known and perhaps, in the deparLment of archaic art, the nne ·t in 
the wol'lcJ, but it may be noted that at last the beautiful slabs of the Parthenon 
frieze and those of the Nike balustmcJe a re "et up to full advantage. A catalogue 
of the museum is promised, but not as yet published. 

Progres at the Centrall'llu ellln has been equally rapid. The arrangement 
of the left wing i ' complete, and when I left Athens at the end of lay the 
building of the right new wing was complete, and the disposition of the antiquities 
just about to begin. They will consist chiefly of a vast collection of grave- and 
votive-reliefs. A third building for strictly minor antiquities-an' Antiqual'ium,' 
i projected; of thi M. Staes is to be director. Two parts of the catalogue of the 
Central Museum have already appeared, but they by no meam compri e all the 
monument contained even in the left, completed wing. The catalogue is numbered 
according to a sy. tem intended to be final, and to each description is appended a 
bibliography of the subject, so that the work ill in many respects valuable. If a 
critici m may be offered, it seems to u to halt between the official and the popular 
manner, and to err on the side of detailed descnption. Before photography it was 
neces ary, for the sake both of identification and the needs of foreign al'chaeologi ·ts, 
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that a catalogue should state that a statue held the right hand uplifted and the 
like, but now it is difficult to see whom this sort of categorical description benefits. 
Those 00 the spot do not need it, those away no longer rely upon it. pace 
might surely be economised for the noting of less obvious material. A small 
popular catalogue has also been issued in French. The vast collect ion of in crip
tions still remain in four basement rooms; these r ooms are however well lighted 
and always accessible to the professional. It is propo ed to erect a sort of 
pel'ibolos round the Central Museum, and to set up the io criptions upon the 
enclosing wall. A museum of casts to be huilt behind the Central Museum is 
projected. It would undoubtedly be useful, but while 0 many originals are yet 
unexhibi ted, we sincerely hope they will receive the fir t attention. 

It should be noted here that a museum has been built at Syra intended to 
contain antiquities found in the islands j many important monuments have how
ver-e.g. the Delos antiquities-ah'eady been transported to the Central iu eum. 

F ur ther, at Tripolitza, a private benefactor is about to build a mu eum which is 
to be under the supervi ion of the government, and will contain antiquities from 
1antinea, Tegea, and the neighbourhood. When the projected railway from My li 

(near -auplia) to Kalamata by Tripolitza is complete this museum will be ea~ily 
accessi ble. The provision for bringing all important recent discoveries to the 
Central Uuseum does not prevent the existence in nearly all important towns of 
~malllocal collections, which the archaeologi t will do well not to neglect. 

The government have recently made provision-tardy and much needed-for 
the exact record and precise description of all objects found . Where the object 
found belongs to either the Archaeological Society or to any private per on the 
official catalogue is made in duplicate. 

F inally, we owe to M . Kabbadias a fresh departure of the greate t importance 
to all foreign archaeologists in the reissue in separate for m of th t..€ATI.OV. From 
J anuary, 1888, thi full official report of excavations and all departments of 
archaeological work 1 to appear monthly, so that it will be possible to obtain news 
of all discoveries that shall be at once "peedy and reliable. 

Excavations on tlte Acro]Jolis.-Since the summer of 1887 the general direction 
of t he work carried on has been as follows. Beginning from the .E. enu of the 
Erechtheion the rock was laid bare as far as the Belvidere, and thence along the S. 
wall a far as the museum. In January of the present year, 18 8, work was 
begun between the museum and the E. front of the Parthenon. When I left 
Athens in the third week in May the S.E. angle of the Parlhenon had been con
siderably passed. Work at this point and for some t ime past has been carried on 
very slowly, as upwards of ten meters of superincumbent soil and debris have to 
be removed before the rock is reached. During the present year the excavation 
will be carried on in a S.W. direction till the Temeno of Artemis Brauronia is 
r eached. Here the rock comes almost to the surface j the whole inner precinct of 
the Acropolis will then have been lll.id bare. and no further 'finds' can be 
hoped for. In about a year it is hoped the work will be concluded. 

The chief topographical discoveries have been (1) the walls of the old ' house 
of Erechtheus' j (2) the foundations of the temple of Roma. and AUgllstUS. 

The removal of the Turkish building known as the Tholos brought to light a 
number of foundation walls similar to tho e found before nearer to the Erechtheion, 
and, manifestly in connection, an ancient staircase sloping in a N.E. direction down 
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the Acropolis wall. I am unable in the matter of these prehistoric remains to 
offer any independent opinion, but Dr. Dorpfeld holds that we have here sub
stantial remains of the 7TVI<LVCk 8o}J..o, 'Ep€X()ijo,. This palace he thinks extended 
originally over a large portion of the ACl'Opolis, and wa approached not only by 
the main entrance of the Enneapulai to the W. but by this subordinate entrance 
to the . for foot-passengers, only now laid bare. ufficient does not remain to 
reconstruct in detail the ground plan of the palace, but Dr. Dorpfeld gathers from 
two ba es of columns and from the material and technique of the wall that it was of 
approximately the ame sty le as those of Tiryns and M ycenae, to the fu'st of which 
indeed t he rock staircase offer a striking analogy. The general principle adopted 
is that, the excavations once complete, the surface of the Akropolis should be 
levelled up again to the presumable height of the fifth century, B.c., but in the 
case of this important staircase and foundation an exception has been made; they 
have been left exposed and walled in for protection. The exi tence of the temple 
of Roma and Angustus on the Acropolis has long been known. Its exact position 
is now fixed. It stood on a platform of large blocks of Peiraeus stone, forty feet 
E. of the v-V. stone steps of the Parthenon, and xactly in its axis. A few tep to 
eithel' side of it are large fragments of the inscribed circular architrave. It was 
a circular building, of the kind of wh ich the Philippeion at Olympia is a familiar 
instance. It was sun-ounded by a colonnade of nine Ionic pillars. 

The di covery of certain walls of apparently prehistoric date between the 
Museum and the Parthenon promises to be of considerable importance. They are 
at a depth of eighteen inches b ~ow the present surface, and with them were found 
a numbel' of bronze tools and weapons-axe, a file, swords, lances, &c. In a 
stratum a little higber pottery of the 'Mycenae' style came to light. The 
historical significance of the whole find will be matter for future investigation. 

ear the building furmerly known as the 'Chalkotheke' walls have come to 
light of very peculiar ma oory. Two courses remain, each formed of Peiraeus 
stone blocks alternating with polygonal masonry. The upper cour e is so laid 
on the lower that Peiraeus blocks are always superimpo ed on polygonal work 
and 1Jice 'Vena. So systematic an altemation is unique. From the mas es of 
marble fragments found about, it is supposed the building was a work hop. 

mong the mass of sculptural fragments brought to light it will be pos ible 
only to note a few of the most important. 

The long series of archaic female figures has been enriched by several 
additions, but one only seem to call for special notice. It is tbe almost headless 
figure of a woman, who holds in her right hand a crown, iu her left a small vase . 
The figure is girt about the wai t with a ash, the ends of which fall down in 
front, a form of dress which I do not think occurs in any other of the se·ries. The 
corners of the himation are furnitihed wiLh tassels, and the whole vestments have 
a. very prie te s-like air. Traces of red colour remain on the va e, borders of 
the dress, and on the tassels. The figure is numbered sixty-three in the 
Museum (Fig. 1). 

Quite apart from thi series eems to stand a torso which bears no trace 
whatever of colouring, and in the arrangement of the drapery is strikingly like 
the Hera of Samos; a protuberance on the breast seems to indicate an aegis. If 
so we have an interesting instance of the same type appropriated by two different 
goddesses. 

By far the mo t attention has been excited by a curious archaic head of poros 
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s~one, usually known as the' head of a Tl'iton ' (Fig. 2). It was found in the stratum 
of poros fragm3nts W. of the Parthenon, about four meters from the sm-face of the 
Parthenon. It i a bearded male head, more than life size and brilliantly coloured. 
It is in excellent pt'e ervation, except for the lo ' s of the nose and part of the upper 
lip. The colouring i remarkably vivid. The hair ~tnd beard and moustache are 
a brilliant deep blue, t he pupils of the eyes emerald green. The pupils are not 
only painted but worked with t he chisel. A few days before the discovery of t he 
head, a number of fragments of a snake-like body were fo und, and from theil' 
colouring seem to belong to the head . The pirals are painted in t hree bands, on 
reIl, one blue, t he t hi l' l decorated with cUr\7 ed lines in blue. On April 1 a second 

F ig. l.-FEMALE FIGURE. 

:;imilar head was fOlllld, imilar in every respect, but not quite so well pre erved, 
except that the long, spiral clU'ls at the back of the head are intact. piral frag
ments have beon also found in large quantities, also portions of a lion and a bull, 
and the opinion eems growing up that we have to do with a series of large com
positions, po. sibly representing the labours of Herakles. But this i of cour e fOl' 
t he present mere hypothesis. 

The problematical nature of these fragments has of course cattsed t hem to 
excite unusual attention, but from the point of view of art the palm among all the 
recent culptural di coveries must certainly be given to a beautiful head found 
within t he wall of the building at the S.E. corner of the Acropolis, formerly known 
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as the Chalkotheke. It is malleI' thlln life ize and in perfect preservation : the 
bail' is coloured a gold yellow, the lip red, the eyeballs yellowi h with dark out
line. I was not in Athens when the head wa di covered: the colour is reported 
to ha,e been then very vivid, and Dr. vVol ters draws the concha 'ion that the 
statu had not long been exposed to t he air when it was buried, and hence da tes it 
as very li ttle before 4 0 B.. The colour is however fading fast, and when I la. t 
saw it wa only dimly t hough q ni te certa inly per eptible. The sty le of the head 
has been compare I to the poUo of the E. pediment of Olympia. There is certa in ly 
a general thollO'h somewhat, it seems to me, Ruperficiall'esemhlance. '1'he hair is 

Fig. 2 . - H E i\ D OF 'l'lllTOX. 

worked in the S:1me curved lines \\'ith spiral endings, but in the Acropoli head 
the plait s known as the 'attic-krobulo ' are worn j but the contra t i strongest 
about the mouth: the lips of the Olympian Apollo a.re full j though the upper lip 
is hort, it has t he proud upward curve which gives the mouth an open, confident 
expression: the upper lip of the Acropolis statue is clo e and compres ed, g iving a. 
peculiar, slightly ullen, though mo t beaut iful expression. Its confined, condensed 
expre sion reminded me strongly of the sculpture of the Pasiteles school, specially 
t he 'Naples' Ore tes and Electra group, and the 'E. quiline , Venus, but I had no 
photographs at hand to make careful comparison. I do noL of cour e for a moment 
intend to imply that the head could be archaisLic, but rather that.it is of a type 
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h itherto unknown to liS, Rnd which must have inspired the Pasiteles school ; 
but I repeat, the observ,.tion was made only from memory, and t.herefore is 

pl'ecarious (Fig. 3). 
An interest almo ·t pathetic centres round a fragment found built into a mall 

building not far from the place where t he la 'b-named head was discovered. It 
consists of a poros plinth f\ little over a yar d quare, on the top of which is a foot 
well pI'eser\,ed as far as the instep. Running along the top of the face of this 

Fig. 3.-lIgAD OF YOUTH. 

plinth is the following inscription in beautiful, clearly cut letters, which I copy 
from a squ eze t.aken from the original-

Only the illitial letter is misbing, and may perhaps be supplied-(K)6v,BOt; aVEBYJKEV 

I> UaAov. 
The intere t of tbis inscription lie, however, chiefly in the identification of 

the remaining foot with a long familiar statue. It was Dr. 'Winter who saw that 
it probably belongs to t he famous Moschopboros. This statue, once a prominent 
example of Attic art, had fallen somewhat into the background since t he discovery 
of tbe striking. erie of' Athene' figures. Now re -tored to t his pede tal it come 
back to !I place of honour. It is satisfactory to note that the identification, 
unlike some of the many t hat are being made in t he museum, is of high proba-
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bili ty. Not only are proportions and style the same, but tho foot bears traces of 
a peculiar black stain identical with tho e which ar to be found in the figure. 
The style of the letters is perhaps eal·lier than would have been expected . 

Whilst peaking of the piecing t.ogether of fragments it may be well to note 
here that Dr. Studnickza's identification of one of the female statues with the 
pedestal bearing the name of Antenor ha s been accepted: a fmtber fragment ha 
been discovered which i thought to strengthen his position: the statue i now set 
up according to his tbeoq, but though tbe re toration is certaiGly po ible, it 
failed to convince me. 1'he ve1"y beautiful head-latest in style (Musees d'Athenes 
No. XIV.)-is to be set on the pede tal bearing the name of Eutbydikos. A 
fragment undoubtedly fitting has been added to J: o. XIII. 

I cannot leave this question of the identification of fragments without enter
ing a prote t again t the practice of ha ty and hypothetical r estoration that 
obtain in this Mu eum. It i one thing to publi h a hypothesis and illustrate it 
by a drawing embodying the proposed restoration j it is another to have the frag
ment actually plastered together. Nothing short of ab olute demonstration can, it 
eems to me, justify this concrete dogmatism, involving as it does compul ory 

prejudice to the eye. 
Within the former' Chalkotheke' was also found the figure of a Hippalektryon 

ridden by a boy: of the boy's figure only the leg remain, nnd the figure of the 
Hippalektryon is a great deal mutilated. It i. of mature arcbaic style. 

Turning from sculpture in the round to reliefs, the walls of the 'Tholos' 
yielded a good many mall fragments of the Parthenon fri eze, and near to the 
same building was found, much broken, a fine relief of advanced archaic tyle 
representing the lower part of the figure of a man seated on a chair j he dangles a 
kylix hom his little finger, and holds in hi s hand a small reel object: on the left 
border of t he relief a portion of the inscription remains-tO, o.V£O"y}KOI: to the same 
relief belong two fragments, the back of the man's head and the foot of the 
chair. The drapery bears traces of red colour, and a ~mall amount of still vivid 
blue. 

In the department of bronzes notbing ha been found to equal in beauty or 
curio. ity the Athene found last year to the N. of the Erechtheion. But a small 
bronze Athene 'Promachos' found not far away deserves notice. Athene wears a 
long double chiton, diplois and aegis j her right hand is raised to hurl her spear, 
her left outstretched still bears the haudle of the shield: she is striding forward, 
with the left foot advanced. A stl'iking feature of the figure is t he enormolls 
cre ted helmet, in it elf half the height of the remainder of the figure. The god
de stands on a flat oblong piece of bronze, round which runs the following 
in cription : 

Owing to the difficulty of reading through the gla '-case in which the figure is now 
securely enclosed 1 could not quite cleal·ly identify the end of the in cription : the 
letters are 6th century RC. This statuette is one of a series of 'Promachos' 
d eelication s. 

On the 24th of lIfarcb a small archaic bronze 0'28 metres high, wa.s 
found among the poros layer at the E. of the Parthenon. It is of the Apollo type, 

.. 
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with both hands extended, each of which appears, from t he holes for fasten ing, to hay 
carried some object. It is of fine archaic work, the bail' very carefully work d. 

The day befOl'e I left an inscribed bronze plaque came to light of which I owe 
!\ transcript to the kindness of M. Kabbadias. The in cription, broken across half 
way, runs as follows: 

\. 
1 0lTAM IAI:TALl ~+AL- I<I A. 

(I'" f'JL-~+( Af'JT~( Ll I 0 SI<f> A T~f> 
A f'J A+?I Of'J:I<AI ~r Ll19 0 ?I<AI ( 
I<A I Af'J Ll 01<1 Ll~?: I<AI 1.-1'" (I tv' A ~ 

• • 
ot Tap.£at To.O£ Xo.AKta . • . . . 
CTVYA£~aYT£C; ~tOC; KpaT£p( 6cppoYt KOVPYl) 

i.e. ' We, the tewards, having collected t hese brazen vessels for the strong-souled 
daughter of Zeus,' &c., and then follow the names of the stewards. Several small 
hronzes were found at the same time, among them a centaur and a charming figure 
of a boy riding a dolphin. 

Since leaving Athens I learn that a fragment of an in. cription dealing with 
tbe building of the Erechtheion has come to light. In it an Eastern pediment is 
mentioned, and al 0 one which can only be in the West, which is noted as towar ds 
the P andro eion-a statement of considerable topogmphical importance. The 
in 'cript ion is to be publi hed in the May ~£h{oy. 

Perbaps the most interesting of all the dif:coveries recent ly made from the 
point of view both of art and archaeology is that of a painted plaque in the matUl'e 
archaic style, and of remarkable beauty. The de ign, executed in fresco apparently 
on a coating of some sort of cement, representR a youthful, beardless warrioi' in a 
high-crested helmet advancing to the left, with spear in his right hand and shield 
on the left arm. On the shield is the device of a satyr of a type known on fifth 
century B.C. vase-paintings, with long, bushy, horse-like tail. The design ifl framed 
in by a double border consisting of an outside line of brown and an inside one of 
dull red. To the right of the head of the warrior are the letter s KaA6c; j to the 
right are traces of a double inscription. One inscription has been in dark red, the 
same shade as that on the right : of this only two letters remain , A and 1.-. This 
has been effaced to make way for an inscription in light red, in rough, thick 
characters. It has apparently been a name j the following letteis C<'1,n be m<'1ue 
ou t : A L- I.- A E S It occurred to me that possi bl y the original lett er :; 
on the left hand made up KaA6c; as on the r ight, and that some later dedicator 
determined to be more explicit, and effaced them to make way for a propel' name. 
It is remarkable that the colours in use in this remarkable work are four, the 
number ascribcd by tradition to the technique of P olygnotos. The whole body of 
the youth is a dull l ight red j the outside rilll of the end of the helmet, the tail of 
the 8atyr, and the im,ide border are dark red. The body of the satyr and drapery 
of the youth dark brown. The helmet, sh ield, and background creamy white. 
Incised lines are employed for the details of the drapery, which links the painting 
closely with vase-technique. The drawing of the face seems a. little earlier 
than that of Euphronio!', !tnd the eye is turned full sideways. Tbe whole de~ign 
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is full of that marvellous mixture of largeness of style and delicacy of detail 
(witness the beautiful spiral on the helmet) which came only once just at the tran
ition time between archaic and the so-called 'perfect' period of Greek art. We 

can scarcely be wrong in taking this plaque as the nearest approach we have or 
perhaps are likely to have to the wall paintings of Polygnotos.1 

In the department of vase paintings the excavations have yielded specially 
rich results. Several fragments signed with the names of masters hitherto 
unknown have been found. Three fragments of a style closely analogous to that 
of the Fran90is vase were found scattered, but happily put together by DL'. 
Winter, by whom, it is hoped, they will shortly be pnblished. On one fragment 
there are two heads, and the name BE (T I A; on the second the bodies of two 

women, and the names t...ETO and XAPIQ[...O, this last suggesting identity of 
subject as well as style with the Fran<;ois vase j in the third fragment is the figure 
of a woman and a column, between them the artist's signature, written kionedon 
( ~6cf>LAO' lypao/EV). A letter from Dr. Wolters received since I returned from 
Athens informs me he has discovered a fourth fragment of this important vase 
on it two female heads and the inscription N V ( A I near them j also one male 
head. 

Next in order of date comes a small fragment of a red-figured vase decorated 
with a shield (on which is a serpent) and a fragmentary piece of drapery. The 
inscription is very important, as it not only gives us a new vase-painter's name, 
but also gives evidence of the early worship of Athene Hygieia: it runs as 
follows : ['A ]B1]v [atlf] 'y 'Yt£t[ If KJcfUt, [ l}rot1]o-[ €V] Kat avlB[ 1]K€v]. 

Of great beauty and special mythological interest are the fragments of a large 
cylix whose style approaches very nearly to that of Euphronios. The design is 
in dull brown and yellow on a white ground like that of the Euphronios Berlin 
cylix (Cat. 2282). The principal fragments are the head of a youth with the 
inscription (OP4>EV.), a large lyre-no doubt belonging to the youth-and the 
upper part of the body of a maiden: of the artist's signature only the letters 
OIESEN remains. 

Another signature is found on a late red-figured fragment decorated with the 
head of a maiden veiled: the letters 

MI I<I.f\. 
PAtA 

are painted in white. 
Other fragments by unknown artists deserve notice, specially the remains 

(fOUL' pieces) of a red-figured cylix with a splendid de ign of Herakles slaying the 
hydra. It may be mentioned here that so numerous are the monuments of 
various kinds relating to Herakles that have been recently found that it seems 
probable he had some shrine on the Acropolis ()f which no mention is made in 
literature. 

A tantalizing black-figured fragment has on it only a winged feot and the 
inscription "IKapoc;. 

1 Since the above was written the plaque has 
been published in the last issue of the Bphe'l7leria 
Archaiologik~, with a. commenta.ry by Dr. Benn
dorf. It was found, he says, in 1885, but so 

far as I can learn, never publicly exhibited till 
this year. He restores the two inscriptions, 
Glaukytes and Megakles. 

c 
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Two beautiful heads of a man and a woman on a small fragment seeUl from 
their tyle to belong t o the Euphronios vase, of which other fragments have just 
been published in the Jah1·buch. When the vast quantities of vase fragment are 
removed to t he econd museum, where they can be conveniently studied, no doubt 
many reconstructions will be pos ible. The results even now arrived at are very 
important for vase chronology. From the position in which some of the R.F. 
frag monts have been found it will be nece sary t o date the' Enphronios' cycle of 
masters some ten to twenty years earlier than t he date hitherto accepted. Dr. 
Klein, who was at Athens to examine the collection, is at work on a new edition 
of his book, which will contain important additions and modifications, and 
especially an enlarged list of the ' love-names,' so many instances of which have 
heen found . 

Leaving the summit of t he Acropolis I pass to t he work carried on at it , 
base. The guardian's hut, everyone will be glad to know, has been removed from 
t he Dionysiac orchestra, and is now set up in an inoffensive position to t he E . of 
the theatre. It is proposed that the whole of the S. slope of the Acropoii , 
including t he Temenos of Asklepios and t hat of Dionysos, should be rail ed in and 
the general public only admitted as at present to the Acropoli . Considering the 
large number of inscribed stones and fragments of sculpture, the prccaution, 
though n. vexatious one, is pos ibly wise. A sort of promenade drive is to be laid 
down all round the Acropolis, and occasion will be taken in the making of i t to 
carry on excavations. It is greatly to be hoped t hat on the . side the excavators 
may come on some remains of the Anakeion. In t he third week of 11ay workmen 
were already pulling down the bastion which surrounds the Clepsydra and thereby 
laying bare a considerable portion of rock hitherto concealed. In about a year's 
t ime it will be possible to form an idea of what the form and actual extent of the 
Acropolis rock, concealed by centuries of accumulated debris, originally was. 

The preparations for constructing the road to the projected Olympic 
Exhibition have led t o some slight excavations near the temple of Zens Olympio . 
Oh the N. side of the' peribolos' foundations of everal chambers and of Roman 
baths have been found. A lso of mediaeval houses and tombs largely built out of 
the materials of the ancient temple. Some statues and reliefs have been 
discovered and two bases of statues of Hadrian. One is inscribed Ain-oKpaTopa 
'Aopw.vov 11 'OAvp:rrwv TOV ain-ov 11 CTwTijpa Kal ru£py'TTjv " ~TaTLOS KovaopiiTos. Statius 
Quadratus the dedicator is known to have been consul in 142 A.D. The other is 
inscribed AVToKpaTopa 'AopLavov 11 'OAvp:rnov 11 TOY olKLCT-rT]V " Kal £V€PY€TTjV 11 'ATrOAAw, 
vLaTaL" ot KaTo. Kvpp~lI'YJv 11 [o]La.A Noov[ov " [P]ovcf>ov. 

The Olympic Exhibition which has given rise to these discoveries is to be 
marked by a revival interesting for archaeology. It is intended among other 
things to perform some ancient Greek t ragedies, with full archaeologiC'.al acce -
sories. A commis ion is appointed, consisting of Dr. Dorpfeld, 11. Koumanudes, 
11. RangaM, and others. It is hoped that Dr. Dorpfeld will take occasion to 
illustrate his novel t heories as to the Greek sta.ge. 

The only other excavation of any importance carried on at Athens during 
the present year was to the N . of the Dipylon at t he point where the 
Kerameikos and Miiller Streets cross. Athenian papers have announced t hat here 
has been discovered t he ancient way from the Dipylon to the A.cademy, the way 
which, it will be remembered, Dr. S~hliemann desired to dig for, a project never 
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realized. An ancient r oa.d bas been found, but Dr. Dorpfeld thinks it is not the 
Academy road, which must, he holds, have been considerably more to the west. 
The excavations have not however been fruitles : upwards of eighty graves have 
been opened, some of good Greek, some of Roman date. A large number of 
white lekythoi have been fOllnd, one with a representation of Oharon, also fourteen 
stelae inscribed. The inscriptionR are all given in the February number of the 
t::.iA:rtov. A curious terra-cotta mould representing a man winged on shoulders 
and feet was also found, and a stone bearing the inscription opo> e~K'TJ>. 

At the P ei:raeus it was reported just as I was leaving Athens that the 
Bcok Fran faise had come upon the site of the temple of the Onidian Aphrodite in 
Eetioneia, but I was unable to visit the site. Some time before they had found 
two amphora handles, one inscribed BOllAapXoll Kv.Uwv, the other [Kv].1l1wv 
'Epp.wv - vo ... 

The municipality of the Peiraeus has also laid bare a considerable portion of 
the N. wall of the to wn with two tower ; in 0 doing they came upon a large 
tomb with eighteen keletons and a few unimportllDt vases. 

Accident brought to light two ephebic inscriptions at the crossing of the 
Babulina Street with the Praxiteles Street. As ephebic inscriptions have been 
found here before, it seems probable there was ome sh:rine in the neighbour
hood where they were dedicated. The P eiraeus Mu!;eum is con tantly being 
enriched by local discoveries, and is now a very noteworthy collection. 

3. Excavations cOlrried on outside Athens by the various Institutes.-The 
discovery and excavation of the Kabeiroi temple by tbe German In titute ba 
certainly been the chief event of the archaeological year. In December of last 
year (1887) it came to tbe knowledge of Dr. Wolters that certain small bronze, 
votive animals bearing inscriptions to the Kabeiroi were being sold by dealers at 
Athens. He immediately informed M. Kabbadias, and on inquiry being made it 
came to light that these antiquities had been found by peasants at Ampelo alesi 
near to Thespiae, and about an hour and a half from Thebes. M. Kalopais 
(President of the Arcbaeological Society at Thebes) told me that he had long 
expected the existence of the Kabei:roi temple at tbis very spot, having been led 
to thi opinion by certain measurements he had taken and compared with the 
distances given (ix. 25) by Pausanias. Excavations wel'e at once set on foot by 
Dr. Dorpfeld at the expense of the German Institute; the work went on till 
Jan. 17, when it came to an end, but was re umed in April. On April 15 I 
visited the ·ite, and found Dr. Wolters ju t brin!ring the work to a conclusion; 
with tbe greatest kindness he took me nil over the excavations. What I report 
here must of course be regarded as provisional; the next number of the German 
llfittlteilwngen will eontain a ground-plan of the remains and a statement of 
Dr. Dorpfeld' s late t views. At preRent what is made out is as follows. 

The temple is 22~ meters long by 7 broad. It consists of pronaos faced by 
four columns and naos, the space usually called opisthodomos being occupied by 
the sacrificial trench. It is in this opisthodomos that the chief interest lies: it 
ha. , contrary to cllstom, no back entrance, but is approached by a doorway at 
either side. Dr. Dorpfeld thinks from the character of tbe fOLlndations of this 
opisthodomos, which, unlike the rest of t.he building, are eKtremely slight, that it 
never bore a roof. It seems to have been in fact nothing more than a walled 

C 2 
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enclosure, the smoke of the sacrifices escaping freely through the t op. Within 
this enclosure in the sacrificial trench masses of bones of many sorts of animal ' 
were found. Within the naos at the W. end are marks of a large bathron, 
which no doubt supported the temple statue, and in front of this the great mass 
of votive offerings were found . Beneath the W. wall of the cella the excavators came 
upon sub tantial traces of a curved, polygonal structure, which it is thought formed 
part of a much earlier peribolos of Greek times. Steps lead down from the N .W. of 
the temple to a serie of chambers, which it is conjectured were for the accommoda
tion of the priests. A wall bearing traces of six columns, three to either side of a door, 
stretches south, in a line with the front of the cella. Its purport is not yet made out, 
it may have fronted a stoa. It is evident from the existing remains that the 
present temple was only an enlargement of one smaller and earlier. This earlier 
structure of Macedonian date consisted of a smaller naos with pronaos. The 
opisthodomos did not exist. Probably sacrifices were made on an open-air altar
traces of such a one still exist in front of the pronaos. Further evidence of this 
earlier temple is found in certain stones bearing masons' mark clearly of two 
periods. These stones were no doubt used for the earlier building and marked 
with archaic letters, and then remarked and reu ed for the later structure. All 
the smaller antiquities of importance, bronzes and t.erra-cottas, have been taken to 
Athen -where as yet they are not exposed. M. Kabbadias kindly promised that 
I should see them at the earliest opportunity, but though I waited t ill the latest 
possible date he was unable to allow me to inspect them. I can therefore give no 
satisfactory account. It is well known that a portion of a vase of very great 
interest has been found with a figure of the Kabeiros inscribed K&'{3tpo>, his son, 
inscribed 7raL>, a male figure llpaT6Aao>, a woman Kpa.THa, a Satyr MLTO>. The son 
is standing near a krater. It may here be noted that all the dedicatory 
inscriptions found are not to the Kabeiroi, as we would expect, "but to t he 
Kabeiros and his son." 

Still remaining on the site I saw a marble chair bearing the inscription 
<1>PVVL)(O> 'P{YXwvo, Ka{3E{p"C Ka~ 7raLU. Inscribed stones of large size and architectural 
remains will for the most part be kept at the local museum at Thebes. On the 
site I saw also a number of small fragments of pottery of late black-figured style, 
yellow clay with rough but graceful decorations of vine and ivy leaves. It may be 
expected that the publi<!<'l,tion of these Kabeiroi vases will open out a new chapter 
in the history of Greek local ceramics. When all the inscriptions are made out 
we may expect some light on the obscure question of the WOI' hip of t he Kabeiroi. 
The inscription in the Theban Museum gives a long list of the Ka{3LpLapx~, and 
mentions certain of!icials--llapaYWYHELc;-whose functions are unknown.1 

J. ext in interest come the discoveries of the American School at Dionyso, 
near Cephissia. But in order to preserve chronological order I will note first the 
work of the same school at Sicyon. 

Of the city in general we have still to say with Pausanias " ix6V7'wV 8~ au-BEvw> 
~8'Y/ TWV ::SLKVWV{WV." Zeus and his earthquake have effectually" laid low its head." 
Some search was made for remains of the many temples and buildings known to 

1 Since writing the above the number (xiii. 1) and in part correction of the above. 
has appeared. 'fo it I refer for the amplification 
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have existed, and concerning which Pausanias gives so many and such curious detail', 
but to no purpose. With one brilliant exception, however j- as the theatre of which 
Mr. P emose (Jowrnal, 1887, 'Excavations in Greece ') gave a sketch-plan, has 
been systematically excavated. Accounts of the work done have appeared in the 
4thenaewm (March 3, 1888) and in the American Jou?-nal qf Anhaeology (December, 
1887, p. 444). J;t need therefore only briefly be noted here, pending the complete 
publication of r esults in the forthcoming volume of the Transactions of the 
American School, that though the general plan of the theatre accords with those 
found elsewhere, there are certain features which are unique. Two R-rched 
passages, which seem to have served for the entrance and exit of spectators in the 
upper seats, are clearly of Greek structure. They are without mortar or brick, 
and in the character of the masonry correspond to those portions of the stage 
which are undeniably Greek; they may therefore be added to the Olympian 
instance, as evidence that the Greeks used the R-rch, though so far as it 
appears only for subterranean structures. About three feet behind the CTK'I7V~ a 
semicircular enclosure was found, the purport of which is not clear: it ha 
plastered walls and may possibly have served as a bath; the great number of tiles 
scattered near would seem to show it had been roofed. Three main walls of the 
CTK'I'JV~ it elf have been found j along the base of the front one an ornamental 
border runs; the blocks composing this border have masons' marks in Greek 
letters. In the orche tra there is no trace of a thymele. The system of drainage 
seems to hR-ve been similar to that recently disclosed in the Athenian theatre : a 
deep drain runs all round the curve of the orchestra, crossed by bridge-ways facing 
each set of step . The theatre itself presents no peculiarities j it has only been 
partially cleared out. There are two front rows of seats of honour of poros stone. 

The only tatue of much importance found is a youthful male figure, probably 
Dionysus. It is of fair style and well preserved. It is in the Oentral Mu eum. 
Two marble heads, a number of Sicyonian coins with the usual dove type, some 
terra-cotta lamps, architectural fragments, both Doric and Ionic, and one Roman 
and one Alexandrian inscription complete the discoveries. 

Better for tune has n.waited the American school in their excavations under
taken at Dionuso. I was peculiarly fortunate in being able to visit the site under 
the guidance of P rofessor Meniam, the director of the Amel·ican school, to whom 
for his constant help and kindne's I would wish here to record my grateful thanks. 
At the t ime of my visit, March 22, the excavations were just brought to a close, 
but the details of the ground-plan disclosed were still in many respects unexplained, 
and it ,vill probably be many months before the official report appears. This 
much is clear, the excavators, acting on the suggestion of Dr. Milchhoefer, who 
visited the site as he was returning from Marathon, May 9, 1887, have identified 
Dionuso as the centre of worship of the ancient deme of Ikaria. Dionuso li e~ to 
the .J: .E. of Pentelicus . . To t his place nr1':t in Attica the god Diony os came, and 
he certainly could have chosen no fairer sl.ot j fine wood and tangled ivy are still 
r6l'l.dy for his service. Leake, who usually forecast the truth, held, it will be 
r emembered, that the deme of Ikaria mu t be Ileal' Marathon. The foundations 
discovel'ed are of a Pythion or shrine of Apollo, and certain walls, presumably the 
peribolos of the sanctuary of Diony os. About the Pythion there is happily no 
doubt, as on a large stone forming the thre hold an in cription st ates that it is the 
P ythion of the lkarians. The remainder of the ground-plan of the excavations 
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i , I l'epea.t, as yet far from clear, but further digging will, it is hoped, lead to 
the discovery of the actual temple of Dionysos. The stones of the ancient struc
tures have been largely used to build up a Byzantine church, of which there are still 
substantial ruins. Some of the sculptured remains were found built into this 
church . These are all to be kept at Dionyso. The owner of the land refuses to 
sell them to the government, so they cannot be brought to the Central Museum. 
They all lie at present in a room in the cottage of a peasant, who acts a guardian 
of the place. The principal are as follows. A stele, headless, much resembling 
the stele of Aristion, but of somewhat later style. It is a beautiful piece of work; 
it formed the threshold of the Byzantine church ; three bas-reliefs, probably 
funereal. An interesting votive relief, much mutilated, relating to the worship 
of Apollo; Apollo in the centre seated on a round object painted red, pre
sumably his omphalos; in his right he holds an object that may be a branch, 
in his left a phiale. Behind him a standing figure with arms outstretched 
in the 'Hekate position,' doubtless Artemis; a wor shipper heavily draped 
approaches the square altar in front of the god; below a dedicatory inscription. 
Two reliefs are remarkable because they are decorated on both sides; on one 
of these the sacrifice of a goat is represented. Very remarkable is a colo sal 
head of Dionysos, worked flat behind, and probably intended to be fixed again t a 
wall. Dr. W olters has drawn attention t o the analogy of the head of Akratos, of 
which P ausanias i>ays (1.2.5) 7rPOCTW7rOV £C1'TLV Ot /Lovov EvceK0'80/LYJ/LwoV Toixce. A fine 
archaic statue, obviously Dionysos, should also be noted, also a head of a child which 
at once r ecalls the infant Dionysos of the Olympian Hermes. The inscriptions 
found, several of which are choragic, are of the first importance. The inscription 
which led Dr. Milchhoefer to identify the site was above ground before the 
excavations began. It runs, in fourth century letters, KYJcf>{aws TL/Lapxov 
' IKapLEl's Euta/L8IOs avU)YJKE Tc{l 6.LOVVCTce. A very large epistyle block of a choragic 
monument still lying where it was found reads Alv{as EaVOL7r7rOS EavOl'8YJs vLK~CTavTEs 
dv~OE(J·av. Another inscription in the cottage museum bas the name of Nikostratos 
as didaskalos. 

The Ecole Fmnfais6 bas done valuable work both at Mantineia and Amorgos. 
M. Fougeres has discovered at Mantineia the site of t he temple of Hera, men
t ioned by P ausanias (viii. ix.), also the theatre, the agora, and the main outlines 
of the town walls with the position of the gates. A large number of architectural 
fragments have been found, together with small bronzes and terra-cottas and 
several inscriptions. One contains an archaic text in the Arcadian dialect. The 
ubject-matter is legal. The great discovery in the department of sculpture was 

t hat of the three beautiful bas-relief slabs representing Marsylts playing t he fl ute 
in presence of Apolio and six Muses. As P ausanias (viii. 9, 1) describes just 
such as decorating the pedestal of a group of Leto and her children at Mantinea, 
and states that the Leto group was by Praxiteles, hopes were entertained t hat 
the slabs might prove to be by the same master's hand. This they ob,iously are 
not; but they are of considerable merit, specially the figure of .A polio, and may 
have been executed under the influence of Praxiteles. As they have just been 
published by 1\1:. Fougeres (Bulletin, 1888, i. and ii., pI. 1, 2, 3) and are easily 
acces ible in the Central Museum, they need not further be described . 

..All the monuments discovered at Amorgos have gone to the Cyclades 
lU u eu m at 8yra. The chief work went on at 1\1:inoa, its port K atapola and 
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Arkesine. At Minoa the signature of an artist Theophilos wa found on the 
fragment of a statue, three decrees and several pedestals bearing dedications to 
Demeter and Kore, Eileithyia anu Herme , 0,1 0 one with a joint dedication to 
Hermes and Heracles. everal notable heads were al 0 found; one repre ents a 
man crowned with ivy; a pedestal found near leads to the supposition that this 
repre ents the poet Aristogenes, of whom it is recorded that he was the author of 
a hymn to the :Mu e. Slabs of a sarcophagos d cOl·<~ted with intere ·ting reliefs 
must also be noted. On one slab a youth stands holding a horse by the bit; round 
the feet of the horse is coiled a serpent. Will this throw any liaht on the horse 
and erpent of the' funeral banquet' relief 1 It will be seen even from this brief 
1J0tice that Amorgos, well known for its prehistoric remains (Dfunmler Mitt., 1886), 
i likely to yield equally valuable results for later days. The article in the 
At1~enaewm, (May 12, 1888) is so far the most detailed account of the excavatiolls 
that has appeared. 

Remaining excavations and scattered discoveries may be briefly summarized. 
Dr. Schlieruann ha sought and found the Rite of the ancient temple of Aphrodite 
on Kythera (Cerigo). It stood almost in the centre of the city walls on the place 
now occupied by the H. Kosmos Church, which is built almost entirely out of 
ancient fragments. The temple was of tufa, with two rows of Doric columns, four 
on each ideo Only two are in situ, though fragments of the other are to be seen 
built into the church. They are of very early date. The report, plan, and 
drawing are promi ed for an early number of the Mittlteilungen. 

At Mycenae M. Tsountas has opened fifteen graves, twelve on spurs of the 
Elias mountains to the N. of the ancient city, three to the W. near Epano-pigadi; 
with the exception of one, which is dome-shaped, the rest are like the rock graves 
of Palmidi. There has been the u ual find of ornaments, also a number of 
, island gems.' 

.At Tanagra, at the cost of the Mini try of Public In truction, excavations 
were begun in January. Upwards of forty tombs were opened; a large number 
of terra-cottas and va es were found, but nothing so far as we could learn of great 
importance. 

Eleusis is sLill unexhausted. With Dr. Philios to excavate and Dr. Dorpfeld 
to expound there is much yet to be looked for. The pace betwe n the le ser 
Propylaeon and the E. front of the temple is in proce s of excavation, and con
siderable remains of the older peribolos wall are coming day by day to light. The 
lower portion of the wall is fine polygonal masonry, the upper un burnt brick. 
The larger Propylaea have also been cleared out, and the foundation of a Roman 
triumphal arch dfldicated to the Eleusinian goddesses and the emperor have been 
found near at hand. 

At Epidaurus M. Staes has directed some supplementary excavations. He has 
found a Roman building paved with mosaic, which is possibly a bath. Six more 
lion heads have been added to the architectural fragments of the Asklepieion in 

the Central Mu elUn . 
.A. t lEgina in the digging of a vineyard a boundary stone has been found 

bearing the inscription-
f6po, 
np.Evov, 
'A8eva{a,. 
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At the village of Varvasseria in Ells a poros group of a lioness tearing a ram 
has been found, and it is reported that tentative excavations are to be made. At 
Katoche in Acarnania there has been a large find of silver mediaeval coins, the 
greater number of which have been seized by the government. Some bear the 
inscription Hispania . 

.A t Oropos under M. Leonardos the Stoa lying to the E. of the temple and S. 
of the theatre, has been cleared. It is of Doric style and Hellenistic date. An 
inscription has been found upon the frieze, so arranged t hat a letter stands in each 
metope, but the number of blocks found is not sufficient for the interpretation of 
the inscription. ~farble seats, some inscribed with names, were ranged round the 
walls. The sculptures found represent Amphiaraos after the Asklepios type. In 
one statue he stands leaning on a staff, about which is coiled a snake, in a r elief 
he stands near the seated Hygieia, while above is the head of Pan playing on 
11. reed. 

Turning to Asia Minor I would draw attention to a letter published in the 
Afittheilungen (xii. 3, p. 271) from M. Kontoleon to Dr. Dorpfeld relating to the 
discoveries at Magnesia of an inscribed statuette dedicated to the Mother of the 
God under the t itle Plastene, the title given, it will be remembered, to her in 
Pausanias, v. 13, 7, ' lnr£P -rTjs IIAaun7V1]S l1:rrrpos TO tEp6v.' A building has been 
found which Dr. Dorpfeld does not think can be the tEp6v, but the tEp6v may not be 
far away. Statuettes and reliefs of Aphrodite, of small lions, and of the Metroon 
type have been found in large numbers. These have gone to Constantinople. I 
visited the museum there in the hopes of inspecting them, but the director was 
absent and I failed utterly. 

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Bent, whose Thasos loss is matter for public regret, 
have during the past year been at work in Asia Minor, and have reaped a harvest 
there which must be considerable compensation for hardships and disappointments 
endured. As the chief results which belong to the departments of topography 
and epigraphy have been made public in the Athenaeum, and will be published in 
detail in the Jowrnal, nothing further need be said here. 

The Report for this year as for last must end with the expression of a hope. 
The great ar chaeological disappointment of the year has been the delay of the 
excavations at Delphi. Preparations are however now actually in hand for the 
removal, at the expense of the Greek government, of the village which occupies 
the site. Surveyors were already at work when I visited the place on April 10, 
but I could not learn when the excavations would actually begin. Kastro, which 
has grown up in such beautiful and natural fashion ronnd the few scant ruins 
that are above ground, must be destroyed ; this is a hard necessity, but the harvest 
hoped for is a plentiful one, and no archaeologist can afford to shrink when the 
sickle is put in. 

JANE E. lliRltISON. 


